Non-expert computer users regularly need to make securityrelevant decisions; however, these decisions tend not to be particularly good or sophisticated. Nevertheless, their choices are not random. Where does the information come from that these non-experts base their decisions upon? We argue that much of this information comes from stories they hear from other people. We conducted a survey to ask open-and closed-ended questions about security stories people hear from others. We found that most people have learned lessons from stories about security incidents informally from family and friends. These stories impact the way people think about security, and their subsequent behavior when making security-relevant decisions. In addition, many people retell these stories to others, indicating that a single story has the potential to influence multiple people. Understanding how non-experts learn from stories, and what kinds of stories they learn from, can help us figure out new methods for helping these people make better security decisions.
INTRODUCTION
The United States National Academy of Engineering has declared Cybersecurity to be one of its Grand Challenges 1 .
1 http://www.engineeringchallenges.org/cms/8996/9042.aspx
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Among many issues related to cybersecurity that they identify, one of the most important is understanding how nonexpert users think about and manage information security tasks. These are people without significant technical or security training who routinely use computing technology, and they must make decisions on a regular basis that affect the security of the systems they interact with. In fact, the vast majority of home computers and personal computing devices are administered by people who have little security knowledge or training.
In addition, everyday computing is becoming more complex, not simpler, as it becomes ubiquitous. Home computer security doesn't just refer to the devices in someone's home office anymore-computing technology is increasingly blending in with all parts of our daily lives. Non-expert users have at their disposal a whole ecosystem of devices such as smartphones, tablets and music players, in addition to desktop and laptop computers. These devices may be subject to even greater risk due to the rise of the apps model, in which downloading and using potentially unsafe software from unknown third party developers is becoming an every day activity. And since it seems that in the very near future practically any consumer device available for purchase will be network-ready, from televisions to toasters 2 , the contexts in which security choices and behaviors must take place will continue to expand, and to indirectly affect many other people. All of this means that both the need to manage one's computer security, and the complexity of that task, are increasing for non-expert users.
Unfortunately, managing the security of a computer system is a very difficult task for non-experts. The main reasons that novice users cite for improper security stem from a lack of knowledge and understanding: "43% claimed not to understand the threats, 38% claimed they did not know how to use security packages, 35% indicated that they did not know how to secure their computer, and 32% indicated that they did not know about the threats" [13] .
Wash [25] examined how non-expert computer users think about information and computer security threats, and how that thinking leads to security practices. He identified eight different "folk models" of computer security threats-four different ways of thinking about what a computer virus is, and four different ways of thinking about hackers-that nonexpert computer users use when thinking about computer security issues. These folk models are over-simplifications of the real world, but provide a basis for security decision making by non-experts. 2 
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However, it is not clear how these people learn the folk models that they use in their decision making. Ideally, the information in folk models would come from security experts in formal training sessions; but we suspect that few people attend formal security training, and even those that do rarely remember everything in the lessons.
Rather, we suspect that people learn much of what they know by hearing stories about computer security. We explore this intuition by asking a number of non-expert users to tell us stories they heard about computer and information security. We describe these stories and the important role they play in how non-experts learn about security concepts and security threats. In addition, we describe how those stories might affect computer security thinking and behavior.
RELATED WORK
One of the biggest challenges these computer users face is operating these computers securely. There is a large ecosystem of threats, and a large percentage of these threats specifically target home computer users. According to the US Census Bureau, there are over 81 million households in the United States that have a computer with Internet access in their home; this represents almost 70% of all households in this country [24] . Symantec, a computer security vendor, analyzed the security threats they addressed in 2006 and found that "from the 2249 new threats identified during the first 6 months of 2006, 86% were aimed at home users [2] ." Most home computers are administered by nonexperts; thus, these threats are particularly problematic for people who don't fully understand the security implications.
Non-expert users frequently try to avoid security decisions by relying on other people or on software to help them maintain proper security, because they feel like they don't have the skills to do it themselves. They find ways to delegate the responsibility for security to some external entity which could be technological (like a firewall), social (another person or IT staff), or institutional (like a bank) [12] . However, despite this delegation of responsibility, many users still make numerous security-related decisions on a regular basis. The literature does not explain how those decisions get made; rather, it focuses mostly on the anxiety the decisions create. Cormac Herley [17] argues that when nonexpert users reject security advice, it is often rational to do so. He writes that security experts provide advice that ignores the costs of the users' time and effort, and therefore overestimates the net value of security.
Wash found that home computer users have a variety of different "mental models" of security threats [25] . Mental models describe how a user thinks about a problem; it is the model in the person's mind of how things work. People use these models to make decisions about the effects of various actions [18] . For example, some believed that hackers are mischievous teenagers showing off for their friends. Others believed that hackers are criminals out to steal financial and identity information. All of the respondents he interviewed were motivated to take positive security actions, but only for the threats they believed existed. Users who believe that hackers are teenaged troublemakers were likely to install firewall and other security software to keep them out, while the users who saw hackers as criminals frequently believed that they were not rich or important enough to be a target, and therefore didn't need to secure their computers.
Security experts differ sharply from non-experts in how they think about security. Gross and Rosson [15] studied what security knowledge end users, who were not directly responsible for security but had access to sensitive information, possessed in the context of large organizations. Users' security knowledge was "neither comprehensive nor sufficient" to maintain proper security, but common security actions such as locking the screen when away were better understood and practiced. All participants were aware of some sensitive information they had access to, and knew to protect it and to be wary of being tricked into revealing it (social engineering). Gross and Rosson also noted that their participants frequently conflated security and functionality failures. Asghapour et al. [6] conducted a card sorting experiment in which participants were instructed to match words with a set of computer security related concepts. They found that experts and non-experts show sharp differences in which analogy (medical, crime, etc.) they felt the concepts were closest to, and hypothesized that analogies might function as mental models. Some usable security researchers believe that the software is simply too complex to operate securely [10] . We believe that users are intentionally choosing actions that leave them insecure. This is not because they are being tricked by social engineering (though that sometimes happens), but rather because people honestly believe that they are doing what is necessary to protect their computers. The question remains, though: where do people learn about security?
Where do people learn security?.
There are a number of places where people seem to learn about computer and information security concepts. The most obvious place to learn about security is personal experience; some people have personal experience with security problems (such as having a virus on their computer), and that teaches them about potential security threats. Home computer users often do not have a lot of examples around them of security problems that they can use to learn how to react, or security experts to learn from. Actual security situations people encounter are infrequent, and not always recognized as security situations until it is too late. For example, when a person is the victim of identity theft, rarely can they trace the information back to how it was originally stolen. Thus, identifying this as a security problem does not help the person learn how to better protect against identity theft, just how to cope after the fact.
Another place that people learn about security is formal education: classes and training seminars about computer security. There has been much effort devoted to training users in organizations to be more secure, and some researchers have investigated the effects of different kinds of training programs and security policies on security outcomes [4, 11] . Microsoft has an extensive online resource for teaching users all about computer security [1] . Many organizations including Microsoft, CERT and US-CERT include lists of advice for being more secure. This approach has many parallels in other domains; for example, many organizations are also working hard to educate consumers about environmentallyfriendly activities and goods. However, these approaches are most effective when the desired behavior changes are not very difficult or costly to adopt, and often produce only modest, short-term improvements [23] . Home computer users are rarely interested in learning the details of how security software works in order to make appropriate security deci-sions. Often, the details are so complicated that users get frustrated and don't really understand enough.
The Management Information Systems (MIS) literature has several examples of research projects that approach computer security behaviors from an "adoption" perspective; these researchers suggest that people adopt security behaviors much in the same way as they might adopt a new technology. They seek to understand psychological characteristics that lead people to adopt security behaviors, and how these characteristics interact with the messages about security that home computer users might receive [26, 5, 20, 27] . However, these studies do not go into detail about the process by which security behaviors spread among people.
Learning From Stories.
If people are not learning what they need to know to make good security-relevant decisions from formal education (classes and seminars taught by experts) or from guidelines and training materials produced by experts, then how do they know what to do when faced with a situation in which they need to act? Non-experts face these decisions every day -from choosing whether to click on a link in Facebook, to which requests for information they should or should not respond to -and they must take action when they do. In general, when people don't know how how to act in a given situation, they either fall back on what little they already know, or they look to others around them to figure out how they should behave [9] .
However, computer security situations are different from, say, the experience of going to traffic court for the first time, in that there is rarely somebody else with more experience in the same situation that one can look to for guidance. Instead, human beings are able to learn about things they have not personally experienced by hearing narratives about those situations described by others. These narrativesstories told by other people -are an important component of our ability to learn about the world around us and behave appropriately [8] . Stories people tell about each other, sometimes labeled "gossip" (a word with culturally negative connotations), constitute observational learning and help us avoid others' mistakes [7] .
Stories about others reveal useful information about how our culture and society operate; it is easier to make our way through our complex world if we can learn from the experiences of others, and stories are a vehicle for this information. In an exploratory study of gossip, Baumeister et al. [7] found that most instances of gossip people could remember hearing were about people personally known to the participant (85%). People find gossip most interesting when it is about people similar to them [21] , and model their behavior after people they perceive to be similar to them [14] . This is evidence that people do indeed learn about how to behave from the experiences of similar others. In addition, stories that arouse emotion, such as stories about bad things that happened to acquaintances, are more likely to be remembered and passed on [22, 16] .
METHODS
To better understand how stories about security inform people's thinking and behavior, we conducted a short survey in December 2011 and January 2012. This survey asked respondents to think about a number of stories that they had heard about security-related issues, and then choose one story which they could easily recall details about. Then we asked them a number of questions about this story, including where they heard the story and from whom, what the story was about, and what kinds of reactions they had to the story. This study was approved as minimal risk by our Institutional Review Board. (The survey instrument is available as an appendix.)
We asked students in 5 different undergraduate telecommunications classes to respond to the survey. We received a total of 301 usable responses 3 , from approximately 728 potential respondents 4 (41% response rate). Respondents ranged in age from 18 to 38, but the vast majority were between 18 and 23. All but 10 were full-time students. There were 179 male (59%) and 119 female (40%) respondents. These demographics approximately reflect the demographics of students in this major, and therefore we believe we achieved a representative sample of such students. Respondents who completed the entire survey received extra credit.
Respondents were given extra credit as an incentive. They were free to leave any answer blank that they didn't want to answer, and this did not affect whether they received the incentive. We cleaned the data, removing any respondents who didn't answer a sufficient quantity of the questions (about 70% of questions) or who showed evidence of not taking the survey seriously (such as choosing the same answer for a majority of questions and having a very long completion time).
We believe that undergraduates are an interesting sampling frame to study storytelling about security. Current undergraduates have grown up with computers their whole lives, and thus are familiar with their use. However, most of them are not experts in computing or in security, and therefore need to learn about managing computer security in some other way, much like the rest of the population. Only 37 of our 301 respondents reported working in a technologyrelated job or having computer security training.
Note that this survey assumes that people tell stories about security. However, we didn't assume what types of stories people tell, nor what types of responses people have to these stories. This survey does not allow us to determine whether or how often stories are told. It does allow us to make claims about what kinds of stories are told, how people react to those stories, and whether these people chose to retell the stories. That said, simply asking respondents to tell us a "story about computer security" doesn't work; pilot testing indicated that people had trouble understanding this prompt, even when they had numerous computer security related stories they could tell us. We included high-level, one-word examples of what kinds of stories qualify as computer security stories in the prompt. Thus, respondents told stories that frequently fit these examples. The fact that stories are somewhat similar to these examples is not surprising; however, the proportion of stories that fit each example is not a result of this prompting. Our findings about the types of stories told should be interpreted relative to the set of stories implied by the prompt that includes security threats (like hackers and viruses), security protections (anti-virus and firewalls) and unusual circumstances (unwanted popups or mysterious Facebook posts). See the appendix for the full prompt.
We explored the data post hoc looking for patterns that could indicate priming effects (i.e., if we mention friend as a source first, does that bias people toward stories from friends?) and found little evidence of strong priming effects. 
RESULTS
We received a total of 301 stories from our respondents, which involve a wide variety of different computer and information security threats. The stories were heard in a variety of contexts, but most of them were heard in informal contexts from family and friends. Most stories that respondents reported have a lesson or moral that the story was intended to convey, about a fairly serious threat. Almost half of these stories where then retold by the respondent to others, mostly family and friends. Most respondents indicated that they changed their thinking about security issues, and their behavior, as a result of hearing the story they reported. We elaborate on these results below, and believe that together, these results illustrate how stories that people tell each other are very important in shaping and understanding computer security behaviors.
Stories Are Informal Lessons
We asked respondents to type their story into the survey form. We also asked a number of closed-ended questions about the content of the stories, to help us understand what they were about. A member of the research team made a first pass through the stories and made a list of topics by which they might be categorized. Upon examination of this list, we discovered six distinct topics in the stories. Two members of the research team then coded all of the stories using definitions for these topics that the research team agreed upon in advance. We calculated inter-coder reliability using Cohen's κ. The number of stories per topic and inter-coder reliability are included in Table 1 . Finally, the coders met to resolve any disagreements and produce a final categorization of stories into topics.
Stories Are About Security Incidents.
The stories that respondents reported hearing spanned six security-related topics. Stories could be about more than one topic, with the exception of "Other"; if a story was designated as "Other" by definition it was not also about one of the other topics. For each topic, we include below an exemplar story that represents common characteristics of stories about that topic (see the Appendix for additional example stories). These stories are primarily about secu- rity incidents that happened (such as break-ins, phishing, and viruses) rather than being about consequences (theft) or security precautions (passwords, firewalls). PC Effects: Many of our respondents told a story about how someone's computer was acting strangely because of a security problem, and how that person took action to fix it. The strange behavior included things like lost information, slow performance, or a computer that died or wouldn't start. "Viruses" were commonly blamed for these behaviors, and frequently the stories included computers that became completely useless as a result and had to be repaired by an expert or replaced entirely. Example: "My friend was just doing normal stuff online. He went to a site he was unfamiliar with. What he did there I am not so sure maybe he downloaded some music or something. His computer was then full of viruses such as child pornography. His computer was basically a piece of metal. He couldn't do anything that involved the internet. When he tried to get on the internet it immediately closed and he couldn't do anything." (#114) 6 Breaking In: A number of respondents told a story that included a description of consequences from someone having broken into a computer or system. This includes account or profile information that was changed, sending uncharacteristic messages, or reports of a "hack" or unauthorized access. A system at any scale could be attacked, from a personal computer to service provider. "Hackers" were often blamed for break-ins, but "viruses" were also implicated in the stories. Example: "My friend called me and told me her Facebook had been hacked. She was not sure who had broken into it but she logged on and somehow a mass virus link was posted on all of her freinds walls. Some of her pictures were deleted and she called me to warn me not to go on her profile or click on the link on my wall." (#10)
Theft: A story was considered to be about Theft when there was evidence in the story that personal information or money had been taken, or unauthorized use of credit cards had taken place. This often was reported to have occurred when someone used a credit card to make a purchase online, or had been taken in by a phishing scam. Stories that mentioned consequences to "hacks" of service providers were often coded as Theft as well. Example: "So my friend attempted to purchase some anti virus software from a website. It was a website she never been on before. More then the listed amount was withdrawn from her account and she realized her identity had been stolen by a fraud from the website." (#129)
Spam: A number of the stories included mentions of sending or receiving unwanted messages of any kind. Typically, these stories involved the user unknowingly clicking on a link in social media or email, and then being notified by one of their email contacts that they had received a strange message. Example: "My sister's teacher confronted my sister in her class the other day, because she received an email that contained a message about viagra and other prescription pills. My sister, unknowingly, downloaded some sort of file or email and it began spreading throughout her address book to everyone including my parents, other family members, teachers and her friends. She's not sure which email it was or how to stop it, but it just keeps sending them." (#224)
Phishing: Stories about Phishing all included a request for information involving a computer (i.e., not a phone phishing scam), usually personal or financial information, that the person would have been able to opt-out of by not answering. Phishing stories ranged from emails impersonating banks, to more elaborate attempts by individuals chatting up unsuspecting users on Facebook or in online games. Example: "My friend sat next to me during class looking very disheartened. i had asked her what had happened and she stated that her facebook had been hacked by an unknown user. i then asked how this could have happened, and she stated that hours before she had opened an email for her facebook password. And hours later it had been hacked. I recall telling her to contact the networking site and tell them what had happened to try and get her profile back. she did so and obtained her facebook account once again." (#471)
Other: This category included stories that do not contain enough detail to be coded using any of the above codes, or about something that is not computer security. If this code was applied, no other codes could be used for that story. Example: "It was a few years ago and I was in the kitchen with my mother. She was on the phone with my uncle, who told her that his computer had been hacked by someone. I don't recall exactly what the hacker did or how it turned out, but it's still scary to think about." (#88)
Two pairs of codes that appeared often were Breaking In and Theft (24 times), and Phishing and Theft (32 times). This seems to indicate that threats from outside perpetrators often come with consequences in terms of loss of information or money. Only 15 of the 95 stories coded as PC Effects were coded something else as well, which seems to indicate that the stories convey the idea that PC effects are not caused by other users (unlike breaking in, spam, or phishing), although the stories indicate that PC effects do come from the users' own actions (clicking links, downloading files, etc.) Only 1 story included both PC Effects and Theft, indicating that one's own actions are rarely associated with loss of information or money.
Stories are heard informally from family and friends.
Most of the stories that our respondents recounted were heard in very informal settings. 70% of the stories were heard at home, at a friends house, or in a coffee shop. 55% of the stories were told face-to-face, and a total of 69% were told using direct, person-to-person communication such as instant messaging or direct email. 64% of the stories were told by family or friends. People tended to report stories that they originally heard a long time ago; 40% of the stories were over a year old, and 71% were heard more than a month ago.
Together, these results indicate that storytelling about security issues is a very informal thing that happens among people who are relatively close.
Stories are lessons about everyday people facing moderately serious threats.
Most of the stories in our sample were told about friends and family (55%), and 18% were told about strangers. Most of the remaining stories were told about organizations or organizational representatives like IT workers. Slightly over half (51%) of the stories were autobiographical in nature. In other words, most of the stories were about fairly normal people, and often it was people known to the listener.
On a scale of 1-5, the seriousness of the threats in the story averaged 3.65, which is somewhere between "Serious (3)" and "(4)". 29% of the stories ended badly for the protagonist, and 35% ended well for the protagonist. This indicates that these stories are about only moderately serious security issues that can frequently be recovered from.
72% of the stories reported here have a lesson embedded in them; respondents reported that these stories were told with the perceived purpose of conveying a lesson of something that a person should always do or never do. In 54% of stories, this lesson was something you should always do, and in 32% of the stories, the lesson was something you should never do. It seems that people tell stories about security issues to convey lessons and educate people that they know.
Additionally, 95% of respondents believe that the story they reported in this survey is a true story. This does not necessarily mean the event as represented in the story actually happened in the way that it was described; however, we take this as evidence that people trusted the story and the person they heard it from. Table 2 summarizes what we know about the content of the reported stories.
Lessons Learned.
To better understand what lessons respondents took away from these stories, we explicitly asked the open-ended question, "What did you learn from this story?" We used an inductive qualitative coding approach to analyze the answers. Inductive or open coding involves bottom-up grouping and sorting answers into themes. This is in contrast to the multiple-coder content analysis approach we used to categorize the stories into topics, we used an inductive approach here. This approach allows us to see patterns we didn't know in advance we would be looking for -aspects of the responses that would allow us to look deeper than the more easily defined identified topics present in the stories.
The coding process involved identifying similar answers and grouping them together into higher-level themes. The unit of analysis was the entire answer; a few answers contained more than one idea or thought, and these multithought answers were grouped together with the idea they contained that was least-well-represented in the data.
We did not start out with a priori themes or a theoretical framework in mind, nor did we have a particular number of themes we were looking for. However, we did start with a goal: to summarize and describe similarities across respondents' answers. When two answers seemed to contain a similar lesson they were grouped together, and a sub-theme was started. Evidence for similarity ranged from two answers that were nearly identical (as in #412: "Don't click on sketchy links" and #3: "Don't click on weird links") to answers that were understood to express a similar sentiment in different words (as in #428: "Make sure you choose a welltrusted antivirus program to protect your computer from spyware and threats" and #46: "Make sure I keep a virus protection on my computer at all times"). Answers that were difficult to interpret or unrelated to computer security were not included in this analysis. As the groupings grew, we checked subsequent additions to each sub-theme against the answers that were already there to ensure consistency.
Dangerous Place: One theme that emerged in the "lessons" respondents provided was a general sentiment that the Internet is a dangerous place, and people must try to be secure and protect themselves. Lessons that were grouped under this theme included mentions of high-profile "hacking" incidents like the Sony Playstation hack (#54: "Don't trust Sony with my info. Yeah."), the idea that anyone unknown to you on the internet can't be trusted (#473: "I learned not to talk to strangers, especially online"), and a general feeling that one is always vulnerable (#28: "Learn that there are always vulnerabilities no matter how hard you try to secure yourself"). A few respondents reported that they learned there was nothing they could do to protect themselves (#391: "Hope that I don't get hacked").
The answers provided by respondents indicate that the stories contained lessons about the importance of protecting oneself, but that these lessons were vague and not necessarily actionable, such as #78: "To get security software" or #227: "Make sure that you have protection for your computer" or #121: "To not be stupid and recognize when a virus is attempting to harm your computer". Some lessons were actionable, however, such as #87: "Buy Macs because people can't get into them" and #325: "I learned when setting up a wireless network, always make sure it is locked with a password only you have access to". Finally, several respondents expressed the feeling that it is a bad idea to be too trusting online (for example, #270: "Never reply to emails that have ridiculous claims about money and jobs", and #473: "I learned not to talk to strangers, especially online").
The lessons respondents reported included two specific ways people might protect themselves: practicing safe password habits, and using antivirus. These included choosing good passwords (#386: "Have a strong password"), not giving away passwords (#160: "To not give away passwords! And to protect yourself from hackers"), changing passwords often (#195: "Change my passwords on a regular basis"), and not saving passwords on websites and applications (#238: "To not have my passwords saved on things on the web"). Lessons related to antivirus software included directives to use antivirus (#428: "Make sure you choose a well-trusted antivirus program to protect your computer from spyware and virus threats"), and keep virus definitions up-to-date (#140: "Always update your antivirus software when you are supposed to. Especially don't let your software expire!").
Specific Threats: A second high-level theme described lessons about particular activities in which threats are perceived to be prevalent, and how to avoid problems in these areas: email, downloading files, surfing the web, and online shopping.
Regarding email, the lessons focused on a general idea that one must make sure an email is safe before opening it, but contained vague and sometimes contradictory suggestions for how to tell if this is true (#460: "Don't open suspicious emails, even if they are from a family member or friend"; #251: "Don't trust emails from people you do not know"; #366: "To always verify if the email is real").
Directives related to surfing the web were equally vague; most took the format of "Don't click on [shady adjective] links", where the shady adjectives were things like "unknown" (#479), "spam" (#357) , "sketchy" (#412), and "random" (#161). Facebook in particular was identified in several lessons as someplace that one should be careful when clicking on links (#110: "Not to open links on Facebook even if they are sent from friends").
There was also a general sentiment in some lessons that downloading files is a risky activity, especially when this activity may be illegal (#331: "Don't use Limewire or Napster"). But for the most part, lessons about downloading files did not contain specific information for how to recognize when a particular download might be a problem before problems arise (#395: "Don't go to sketchy websites and download things").
Online shopping was specifically addressed as an activity that might put one at risk, and the lessons in this subtheme were more specific than for email, clicking on links, and downloading. For example, lessons mentioned assessing the credibility of an online shopping site based on the URL (#211: "Check the URL address of a site in which you're giving away personal information"), looking for signs that a website is secure (#280: "To always check if the website is a secure one"), and not shopping online at unfamiliar websites (#129: "Don't purchase from unfamiliar websites").
Private Information: Finally, a third theme that emerged was specifically about phishing and other similar scams that involve giving away one's personal information when one should not. These lessons did not pertain to specific activities during which one is at risk, but rather that there is certain information that should not be made public or given away. Examples include #322: "To be very careful about the information I post online"; #402: "To not share personal information"; #120: "To not post my entire date of birth or the state where I'm from on Facebook"; and #174: "That you should not give your credit card info away via online". A sub-theme in this area specifically covered the idea that someone who asks for this information is up to no good (#324: "That the bank won't ask you for your information through email").
Stories Change Both Security Thinking and Behavior
Our respondents reported that these security stories frequently changed both their thinking about security issues, and their behavior with respect to security. 52% of respondents said that they changed their behavior as a result of hearing the story they reported. 94% of the respondents reported changing the way they think about security after hearing the story. 33% reported changing their thinking "a lot", while 46% reported "moderate" changes in thinking.
People who changed their behavior reported signficantly larger changes in their thinking. The mean change in thinking for respondents who did NOT report a change in behavior was 2.86 on a 1-5 Likert scale, where 5 represents "A Lot" of change in thinking; for respondents who reported a change in behavior, the change in thinking was 3.30 (p=0.0346). Since this is survey data, we cannot say if there is a causal relationship, and if so, which direction it is. But this association between changing thinking and changing behavior makes sense. The Theory of Planned Behavior [3] would suggest that people change their thinking about security issues, and then subsequently change their behavior as a result of this change in thinking. Cognitive Dissonance theory suggests that the behavior change may come first, and then thinking is altered to be more inline with the person's behavior. Either way, thinking and behavior are strongly related, which suggests that stories from people that change either one (or both!) are important.
In the rest of this section, we look at what properties of these stories influence whether people change their behavior as a result of hearing this story, and how much people change their thinking as a result of hearing this story. Note: we are not establishing causality as a result of correlations between survey items. Rather, we asked respondents to identify which stories caused changes in thinking or behavior; the causal relationship is perceived by the respondent. We then identify correlations between those stories and other properties of the stories (such as the content of the story or the identity of the person who told the respondent the story). Almost all of these properties, with the exception of emotional reaction to the story, exist before the respondent reacted to the story by changing his or her behavior and/or thinking. Therefore, if there is a causal relationship, it is the property of the story causing the change in thinking or behavior; however, there could still be unmeasured additional variables that cause both.
Story Content is Important.
Unsurprisingly, the content of the story is important; some stories are associated with a higher probability of change in behavior and other stories are associated with greater changes in thinking. While this general fact is not surprising, we are able to dig deeper into this and identify what properties of stories are most commonly associated with the changes in behavior and thinking that respondents reported happened after they heard the stories.
As mentioned above, 72% of the stories reported contain a lesson. These stories with lessons are much more likely to cause a change in behavior; our estimates indicate that stories with a lesson have over twice as high of odds of causing a change in behavior than stories without a lesson. Additionally, stories with lessons are associated with larger changes in thinking than stories without lessons. These lessons appear to be important for subsequent changes in behavior and in thinking.
Stories that describe a more serious threat tend to be associated with larger changes in thinking. This makes sense; more serious threats are more likely to be taken seriously, and thought about more, than less serious threats. However, more serious threats appear to make little difference for whether the story causes a change in behavior. People reported changing their behavior for both serious and notso-serious threats.
Stories that are autobiographical-that are about the person who originally told the story to the respondent-are more likely to cause a change in behavior. The odds of changing behavior are about 79% higher for autobiographical stories than for stories about other people. It isn't clear why this would be the case; it could be that autobiographical stories ring true and are more credible. It could also be that autobiographical stories have more details about potential behavior changes that people can learn from. Autobiographical stories are somewhat associated with a change in thinking, but we cannot be sure as our estimate is not statistically significant.
Who and Where Matters.
The context around the story also seems to have an important influence on whether the story is associated with reported behavior change, and how much the story changes thinking. In particular, who tells the story, and where the story is told seems to be important.
Stories that are told in a home context seem to be more strongly associated with respondents changing their behavior. The odds that a story told in a home context leads to behavior change are 95% higher than the odds that a story told in a formal context such as an office or school leads to behavior change. This could be because certain types of stories are more likely to be told in home contexts, and those types of stories are more likely to cause behavior changes. Or it could be that people pay more attention to stories that they hear casually, or from people they interact with in more casual contexts like homes. We were unable to find another variable in our data that explains why home contexts are associated with greater behavior change. Home contexts also seem to be associated with greater changes in thinking; however, we cannot be confident in this because our estimate is not statistically significantly different than zero (p=0.107) and has a large standard error (0.17).
Stories that are told by more knowledgable people are more likely to lead to changing security behaviors. A one point increase on a 5-point Likert scale measurement of security knowledge of the storyteller is associated with an approximately 40% increase in the odds of behavior change. However, more knowledgable people have only a small (and not statistically significant) effect on how much people change their thinking.
Emotional Reactions Influence Change.
Stories commonly evoke emotional reactions on the part of the listener. Different stories may evoke different emotional reactions. We asked the respondent to answer a few questions about what kinds of emotional reactions they experienced when hearing their story. Based on existing work by Kaye and Lovelock [19] , we grouped the emotions into four categories: happy reactions, sad reactions, anxietyproducing reactions, and anger-producing reactions.
Stories that produced more anxiety or anger were much more likely to lead to a change in behavior. A one point increase in anxiety on a 5-point Likert scale is associated with an 88% increase in the odds of changing behavior. Likewise, a one point increase in anger is associated with an 84% increase in the odds of changing behavior. These are strong associations, and are statistically significant. That anxiety reactions induce behavior change makes sense; if you are worried about some security threat after hearing a story, it would make sense that you would want to protect yourself from it. Anger, however, is less obvious. Stories that make you angry are associated with a similar magnitude of behavior change.
Interestingly, stories that lead to a sad reaction are associated with less behavior change. A one-point increase on a 5-point Likert scale of sadness is associated with a 36% decrease in the odds of the story causing a change in behavior. Sad stories don't seem to provoke the kinds of reactions that cause behavior change.
Much like behavior change, both anxiety and anger are associated with changes in security thinking.
These results about emotional reactions are just correlations. It isn't clear if the emotional reaction played a causal role in changing behavior or thinking, or if some other property was more important. The effect that these emotional reactions have on thinking and behavior cannot be explained by the properties of the content of stories that we measured; however, there are many aspects of the stories that we were not able to measure that may lead to both strong emotional reactions and to behavior change.
Stopping, Starting, and Paying Attention.
Respondents who reported changing their behavior as a result of hearing the story were also asked to describe one thing they started doing differently, in an an open-ended question: "Please describe one thing you started doing differently after hearing this story." 152 respondents indicated that they changed their behavior, so only 152 respondents answered this question. 57 of these answers were virtually identical to the answers to the question, "What did you learn from this story?" discussed above, and so those responses were removed prior to the analysis of these responses. A similar process to the inductive, bottom-up coding described above was also separately used to analyze the responses to this question.
In general, respondents reported that they stopped doing some behaviors, started other behaviors, and paid more attention to things they previously did not think about or were not aware of.
Some behaviors, like online shopping and downloading files, were perceived as more risky after hearing the story, and respondents reported that they stopped doing these things (#127: "Stopped browsing for free samples online"; #242: "Ceased to order things online"). Respondents reported that they removed information from their online account and social media profiles, (#4: "I withdrew as much of my info from my AOL account as was possible while still remaining a user") and no longer allowed software and web applications to save passwords (#44: "Making sure my computer did not remember any of my passwords"). Finally, a few respondents reported that they stopped going to Facebook (#110: "I pretty much stopped using Facebook") and visiting potentially harmful websites (#150: "I made sure I was never on websites that I wasn't supposed to be on"). Respondents also reported starting activities and behaviors intended to help them be more secure. These respondents indicated in their answers that they had "outsourced" the responsibility to security software in some way, usually by downloading and installing "virus protection" or antivirus (#371: "We downloaded Norton antivirus software. It helped make the computer secure and make everybody feel better"). Other respondents reported taking a more active role by making sure they kept the software updated (#450: "I upgraded my antivirus software and periodically make sure it is up to date") and by initiating scans of files they download (#448: "Started scanning torrent contents before opening. Also reading torrent comments"). One respondent indicated that he or she began keeping other software upto-date as well (#427: "After learning about how this type of infection works, I started keeping any programs or web plugins up to date that I could...").
Passwords were another area in which respondents reported behavior change. Respondents reported changing passwords (#341), specifically to something "longer" (#103), "unique" across multiple sites (#379), or "random" (#236). (These clearly line up with the lessons participants reported learning about passwords.) Finally, one respondent (#143) reported memorizing passwords rather than writing them down.
Finally, respondents reported that they began to notice and pay attention to things differently than before hearing the stories. This included reading emails more carefully so as to evaluate the risk (#356: "Reading more carefully the subject line in emails") and deleting mails that might potentially be harmful (#270: "Deleting emails that I knew were totally false and potentially dangerous to the safety of my computer"), and keeping an eye on bank accounts and credit card statements (#408: "I watch my account very well and I also made sure my credit card companies are watching my account for any unusual activity").
Stories are Retold to Others
45% of our respondents reported telling this story to other people. This is important, because a story has more potential for impact if it is heard by more people. The stories that our respondents heard varied widely in how much they were retold. 11% of the respondents reported retelling the story more than 3 times! Figure 1 describes how frequently our respondents retold the story they heard to others.
When people retell stories, they tend to do so very quickly. 47% of the people who retold did so within a day of hearing the story, and 90% retold the story within a week of originally hearing the story. Presumably, they retell the story while it is still fresh in their head and relevant to the world. However, this is an interesting contrast to the finding above that most of the stories told to us by the respondents are more than a month old. It seems that our respondents retell stories very quickly, but remember them for months or years after originally hearing them. Table 6 contains more information about where stories are heard and how stories are retold.
When people retell stories about security, they almost always retell them in home contexts (87% of retellers), through face-to-face interaction (89% of retellers), and retell them to family and friends (97% of retellers). These numbers are striking in how extreme they are; even though only 64% of stories are heard from family and friends, 97% are retold to family or friends! It seems that when people hear a story that is worth retelling, they turn to family and friends and tell the story in a casual, face-to-face way.
Serious Lessons are Retold.
Stories that contain a lesson are much more likely to be retold than stories without a lesson. Our estimates (Table 7) indicate that the odds of retelling a story with a lesson are 230% higher than the odds of retelling a story that doesn't have a lesson. This translates to approximately a 20% increase in the probability retelling for stories that contain a lesson.
Stories that are about more serious threats are also more likely to be retold. A one point increase (on a 5-point Likert scale) in the seriousness of a threat increases the odds of retelling by approximately 30%. Together, these two results suggest that the kinds of stories that are retold are frequently stories that have lessons about serious security Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1 Coefficients are from a logistic regression, and represent the odds ratio for whether the respondent retold the story. Seriousness of threat is a 5-point likert scale. The other two variables are yes/no variables. threats. If a story provides advice on how to deal with a serious security problem, then people are more likely to repeat the story to others.
Stories from Knowledgable People are Retold.
Stories that were told by a more knowledgable source are more likely to be retold. A one point increase on a 5-point Likert scale of how much the source knows about security is associated with a 40% increase in the odds of retelling the story. In other words, a story told by someone with an expertise of 4 has on average a 17% higher probability of being retold than a story with an expertise of 2.
It isn't clear why more stories from knowledgable sources are retold. It could be that more knowledgable sources are trusted more, and therefore have more credibility. It also could be that more knowledgable sources tell stories that have more details that make them easier to believe. Future work will follow up on this question.
DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS
People tell stories about security, informally to family and friends, that are about specific security incidents. These stories matter for security. They usually contain lessons about security, and people change both the way they think and the way they behave in response to those lessons. And the stories spread; many people retell these stories they've heard to others they are close to.
Stories about security seem to be an overlooked aspect of the security "education" that non-experts receive. People seem to be using these stories to find guidance about how to think about a number of security threats, and to better understand what these potential threats are. Looking at the stories, it appears that the advice they learn is similar to traditional expert advice (from sources such as Microsoft 7 , NCSA 8 , and US-CERT 9 ). Advice from stories frequently contain few specific explanatory details about what happened and why, but it includes more information about why that advice is important. The lessons in the stories are not necessarily bad for security. Indeed, most of the security lessons that our respondents reported seem like sensible, if vague, security advice.
One limitation of this study is that we asked people to report their most salient security story. It is possible that people can more easily remember stories with severe or surprising consequences, rather than stories with good advice. Or, it may be that people can most easily remember stories containing lessons, and that is why we see so many. Our results should not be taken to be representative of the population of stories about security. Rather, we have learned that people frequently are able to tell to us-and by extension, to others as well-stories that they heard informally, affected their thinking and behavior, and that they retold. The most salient stories are the most likely ones to be retold and to spread through the population of people.
From reading the stories, we suspect that another value that the stories have is that they convey the complexity and difficulty of security. Often, security advice from experts comes across as very black-and-white (e.g. "choose good passwords and you will be safe"); however, these stories from our respondents frequently illustrated how much more complicated and situational protecting one's personal computing devices can be. This is an interesting juxtaposition with the explicit lessons we asked our respondents to articulate, which mostly sounded like black-and-white repetitions of standard security advice. We wonder if stories, with all of their contradictions, might actually be better for helping people recognize and deal with security problems after they occur than they are for providing proactive, preventative security advice. Future studies will test this hypothesis.
The stories that people hear from each other influence behavior, by helping people behave in a more secure fashion. Although few of the reported behavior changes are major changes, they do all seem to be working toward increased security. Also, we believe that these stories help to change people's mental models; in other words, stories influence how people think about and perceive security threats and the possible choices they have to respond to threats.
We found a strong relationship between changes in thinking and changes in behavior; this suggests further research to discover whether using stories to change people's understanding of security issues can help them make more secure choices. It is interesting that some things, like the seriousness of the threat in the story, affect thinking and behavior differently. We currently do not have a good theory as to why this happens; following up on this and finding out why it affects thinking but not behavior may help us understand better why people make the decisions they do.
Security knowledge and behavior is influenced by things that happen outside work, school, or other computing contexts. This suggests that stories and storytelling are a new opportunity for intervention above and beyond the ways we currently are trying to influence people's security choices.
7 http://www.microsoft.com/security, retrieved Mar 9, 2012 8 http://www.staysafeonline.info/, retrieved Mar 9, 2012 9 http://www.us-cert.gov/cas/tips/, retrieved Mar 9, 2012 We may be able to help people tell more stories, or tell stories that have more useful lessons. Or we can help stories reach more people than just friends and family by creating a story sharing website. Indeed, social networking sites like Facebook show that people can and do tell stories to each other online; maybe we can harness that to help spread useful security stories?
Storytelling seems to be different than traditional methods of persuasion. It isn't clear that people perceive security as something you do like "eating healthy" or "going green"; rather, security is something that non-expert users deal with in an irregular fashion. Storytelling also seems to happen in a very informal context, and informal contexts usually have more ability to influence behavior [9] . People may not feel like they are being "sold" something by these stories, since the stories come from someone they presumably know and trust. As such, trying to persuade people to be more secure might not work. Rather, this suggests a new approach to addressing computer security management. We should focus on creating or shaping stories to give people the intellectual tools they need to make secure choices, so that when they face security decisions, they are able to make good ones. #22: "I know a guy who told me of this virus that can get into your computer that is embedded in an email or can be hidden in a flash drive that when is connected or email opened will go in and wipe your flash drive and ultimately crash your computer. He told me really only way to monitor and protect yourself is to only open emails from people that you know and to only use your flash drive."
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
#233: "My friend was on his laptop surfing the internet and his laptop suddenly shut off. He tried turning back on again and the screen wouldn't turn back on. He called tech support and they told his it was a virus that had destroyed his computer. He had to send it in so he could get a new one."
#328: "My family was going to visit my grandparents and when we arrived, my grandpa told us about how their computer had been acting funny and not working as well. Within the couples days before we came to visit, it had even stopped powering completely up or down when they would go to use it. On the day we went to visit it was determined it had somehow got a virus and was no longer good to use." #377: "My friend decided he wanted to watch some inappropriate videos and went to a shady site. He did not have a firewall or any sort of anti virus so his computer got infected. His computer slowly got worse and worse until he couldn't handle it and took it to his parents. His parents did not know what to do and before they could figure it out, the computer died." Breaking In.
#7: "So guess what i heard. i heard that the playstation network got hacked by a random group of hackers. They don't even know how to track them down or who they are because they did all of their organizing on 4chan, and the way their system wipes itself clean at a frequent rate so there is no trace of who they are. They completely shut down their system and hacked into peoples profiles. The system was down for a few days." #176: "My parents told me there was this Hacker that was getting the credit card information from people who ordered through this restaurant online and then buying a whole bunch of expensive things and the people didn't get their money back and had to go through a whole big mess to get their credit straightened out." #289: "So one of my friends downloaded a free trial of a pretty neat indie game, and wanted to get the full version. He didn't want to pay for the game, and wasn't very computer savvy, so he decided to google "free version of xgame". He clicked the first website that came up which had a list of "free keys" for every single game you could think of. He downloaded the file, unzipped it, and the next thing you know, a hacker was into his computer. He started messaging him on his own aim account through his own name, messing with his files, and installing software. He immediately shutdown his computer, pulled out the Ethernet cable, and restarted. Eventually he called a friend and he told him to go into safe mode and gave him a fix for the specific virus." Theft.
#5: "I was in class when someone start talking about them having to get a new card because someone tried to switch her credit card Numbers or something like that. She had bought a pair of earring off a site she had never heard off before but she really like the earring. All in all, he card stopped working because he bank had security protection and she called to see why her card was not working and they told her. After that she never bought anything from a weird website again. It scared her!" #326: "Within the last year, this summer I believe Playstation Network got hacked into. The hackers stole peoples credit card information because people have to pay to use this system. I haven't really heard much about it since relatively soon after this happened, but I believe they were shut down for a little bit trying to make their systems more secure."
#446: "A man put all of his personal information on his computer, such as his social security number and bank account numbers. His computer got hacked and the hacker was able to steal his identity and used his credit cards and got into his bank accounts. He could have avoided this by securing his information or not having it on there at all."
Spam.
#3: "It appears that Facebook has gotten yet another virus and people are posting weird things onto their friends walls without them knowing. So if you get a notification about someone posting on your wall be careful and not directly click on it or else your Facebook might get hacked or a virus" #391: "My friend had randomly been selected by the hacker who hacked his school email account. and was sending out viruses to every person in his email address. THe person was also trying to send a serious virus to the school that would crash the entire system. The school eventually shut down his email account and gave him a new one hoping that the attempt did not happen again they also never found the hacker." #460: "I was on the phone with my mom the other day and asked her about a strange email that she had sent me that was talking about working online and how I should apply. I almost clicked on the link but because I don't want to work this semester I decided not to. My mom said she was so glad that I didn't open it because apparently it was spam and was being sent to all of her contacts whom notified her that this was going on even before I had. Thankfully, her computer was not affected by the email."
Phishing.
#12: "Hey, guess what happened to my roommate? She logged onto her facebook and saw that she had chat boxes open to people she hasn't talked to in years (and she never did!) she noticed that she was asking them weird security questions that are normally the ones that people answer for their password protection (What street did you grow up on? What was your first car? etrc.)In the end, she had to change her password and warn ppl to not answer the hackers question."
#115: "A friend was playing the online game, and ended becoming friends with another player. Both of them ended up as being really close in the game and talk about each other's personal life. When this player asked for my friend's password to level up his character when he wasn't on, my friend thought that was a good idea and did exactly that. A few days later, my friend found that this guy stole his items. Maybe a day or two after that, he found that his IP address had been banned from the game."
#344: "I heard there was an email going around that looks like it comes from your bank. They ask you for your account and credit card information. Do NOT respond to it or click on the link. It is a scam and they are only looking for access to your account to steal your information and your money. The bank already has your information so they have no need to ask for it. They will also never terminate your account for such a reason." Sample: n = 301, college students, age 18 and older.
B. APPENDIX B: SURVEY QUESTIONS
INSTRUCTIONS In this survey, we are interested in things you have heard about or learned from others related to protecting your computer and yourself from computer security threats.
These threats might include things like hackers, viruses, identity theft, shady URLs in spam emails, etc. It can be very hard sometimes to tell when you are facing a computer security threat--symptoms might include when your computer is slow or freezes unexpectedly, when programs won't close, or lock up, unwanted popup windows, spam email, posts appearing in your Facebook account without your permission or knowledge, or other undesirable computer issues.
Sometimes people cope with these threats by using tools such as anti-virus or firewall software, or by making sure to back up their data, or not clicking links or installing apps from people they don't know or trust.
DEFINITION For this research project, we are particularly interested in things you have heard or learned about computer security through stories from OTHER PEOPLE, such as something told to you by a friend, coworker or acquaintance, social media sites like Facebook, blogs and newspapers, or any other sources you can think of. We are NOT interested in something that happened to you personallyonly stories you've heard related to computer security that are mostly about other people.
THREATS First, to help you start to remember any stories related to computer security that you might have heard, please name as many different kinds of computer security problems or threats that you can think of.
LEARNING Next, think of all of the different ways you have learned about how to protect yourself and your computer from computer security problems or threats, and make a list of these below.
STORY LIST Take a moment to think back to times in the past when you remember being told or reading about a story related to computer security.
Please make a list of as many of these stories as you can remember, using only a couple of words to describe each story (you may want to read over your answers to the previous questions to jog your memory). 
STORY

